In this paper, numerical analysis for free vibration of simply supported thin rectangular plates has been simulated using Ansys. The vibration of plate follows Kirchhoff plate theory. The natural frequency calculated using Ansys has been compared with Levy type solution results available in the literature. It is observed that the natural frequencies of the simply supported rectangular plate is in close agreement with exact solution results as reported in literature.
Introduction
A thin plate is a solid structural body where the thickeness of the plate is small as compared to other two dimensions.
In modern science explorations, rectangular thin plate structures are used in aerospace industries, mechanical, automotive sectors, civil and marine industries etc. In the actual engineering environment, there are many external forces which cause vibrations in the thin plate structures. These forced vibrations are the cause of failure and damage to the engineering structures. To investigate the dynamic response due to forced vibration of the plate structure, natural frequencies and their mode shape estimations are very important. So, this paper is about the analysis of free vibrations of rectangular thin plates in simply supported condition using finite element with Ansys software.
Tanaka et al. [2] solved the free vibrations of elastic plates using integral equation process. Karunasena and Kitipornchai et al. [3] determined the free vibration analysis of deformable triangular element. Wu and Liu et al. [4] have been studied the new numerical solution technique called as differential cubature method for free vibration analysis of arbitrary shaped plates. Moon and Choi et al. [5] have formulated the transfer dynamic stiffness coefficient method for vibration analysis of frame structures. Myung [6] has developed the finite element transfer stiffness coefficient method for free vibration analysis of plate structures. The approach is based on the combination of the modelling techniques in FEM and the transfer technique of the stiffness coefficient in the transfer stiffness coefficient method. Kumar et al. [7] use dynamic stiffness method to extract natural frequency and mode shapes of thin plate. Piyush et al. [8] used Rayleigh-Ritz method to compute the natural frequencies of thin plate.
Methodology
The Kirchhoff plate theory is a two dimensional mathematical model that is used to determine the stresses and deformation in thin plates when they are subjected to force and moments.
The assumptions made in Kirchhoff plate theory are: 1) Straight lines normal to the mid surface remains straight after deformation.
2) The thickness of the plate does not change during a deformation.
3) Straight lines normal to the mid surface remain normal to the mid surface after deformation. This theory is used to model the transverse vibration of the plate. According to Kirchhoff plate theory, the equations for the transverse vibration of plate is given by:
where is flexural rigidity:
The finite element method is used to calculate the natural frequency. The general equation of finite element for the transverse deflection of thin plate is given by:
where [ ] is the mass matrix, [ ] is stiffness matrix, is the nodal acceleration vector and is nodal displacement vector.
The analytical calculation of natural frequencies are also carried out using Eq. (4):
where -natural frequencies, -density, , -length and width of rectangular plate, ℎthickness of plate.
The material properties and dimensions that are considered for the analysis of simply supported rectangular plate are referred from Ramu et al. [1] .
The material properties of rectangular plate are: Material = Aluminium; Young's modulus = 70×10 9 N/m 2 ; Density = 2700 kg/m 3 ; Poisons ratio = 0.3. The dimensions of plate taken are: Length of plate = 600 mm; Width of plate = 400 mm; Thickness ℎ = 6.25 mm, 12.5 mm, 25 mm, 50 mm. 
Results and discussion
In this section, the first six natural frequencies and mode shapes of simply supported rectangular plates are estimated using Finite Element Method. The present natural frequencies results are compared with those available in literature and with exact solutions.
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Results

Conclusions
In this paper, numerical analysis for free vibration analysis of thin rectangular solid plate is carried out using Finite Element Method under simply supported condition with varying the thickness. It is found that those natural frequency results are quite close to the reported literatures. As the thickness of the rectangular plate increases, the values are not so close to the analytical values.
